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Project Background

In 2016, Australia’s Free Trade Agreement with Japan eliminated Japan’s 
6% import tariff on Australian watermelons and reduced the tariff on 
other melons to 3% (scheduled to decline to zero by April 1, 2019). This 
opens up a key growth market for Australian rockmelon, watermelon, and 
honeydew melon growers.

With these promising developments, it is important that interested 
Australian melon growers are aware of how to take advantage of the 
export potential and that they understand the Japanese market access 
requirements. 

Client Objectives

To help the Australian Melon Association (AMA) achieve its business 
goals, the research objectives aim to: 

• Evaluate the export opportunities of melons by type in Japan 

• Understand the specific local market dynamics 

• Identify the potential barriers for melon exports and how to 
overcome challenges 

• Understand consumer attitudes and behaviors toward the 
consumption of melons 

Project objectives
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Category Coverage

Melons (Category)

 Watermelons

 Rockmelons

 Honeydews

Country Coverage

 Japan
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Definitions

Honeydew Melons
(HS Code: 080711)

Honeydew melons are slightly oval with a smooth, white, or golden skin. The flesh color ranges 
from pale green to green and the fruit is moist and sweet.

Rockmelons
(HS Code: 080719)

Rockmelon is a fruit with firm and netted skin and moist, sweet flesh. In Japan, rockmelons with 
green flesh are commonly seen, along with products with orange flesh.

Watermelons 
(HS Code: 080719)

Watermelon is a fruit typically cylindrical or round, with mottled or striped green skin and a pink 
to red center. 

Image of Rockmelons (Left: Outside Appearance; Right: Inside Flesh)
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INTRODUCTION

In Japan, rockmelons have 
either green flesh or orange 
flesh. Therefore, rockmelons 
with green flesh are included 
in the definition as well.
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Research methodology
INTRODUCTION
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Desk 
Research

Consumer
Surveys

Recommendations 

Store
Audits

Trade 
Interviews

Store retail audits at 
retailers to gain an 
understanding of 
how products are 
sold in Japan

Online survey of 200+ 
respondents in Japan to 
gain an understanding of 
consumer attitudes and 

purchase habits

Euromonitor International Passport 
database, official statistics, company 
reports and websites

Trade interviews with key players along the 
industry distributing and supply chain including 

importers, retailers, industry associations in Japan, 
and exporters/ growers in Australia 
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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Melon consumption witnessing a gradual decline

The decline in consumption of honeydew melons slower than for rockmelons and watermelons

The apparent consumption of rockmelons, honeydew melons, and watermelons is showing a 
gradual decline due to a shrinking population, an increase in single and nuclear households, and 
competition from other foods that are perceived to be more convenient to eat. 

The decline is slower for honeydew melons than for rockmelons, as the former is more suitable for 
selling in a ready-to-eat format in retailers, the foodservice industry, and institutional channels. As 
many consumers enjoy the convenience of purchasing ready-to-eat fruit, the decline for honeydews 
is smaller compared to that of rockmelons.

Honeydew melons and watermelons are mainly imported from Mexico, the United States, and 
South Korea. Japan imports honeydew melons mainly from Mexico and watermelons from the 
United States. 

Mexico and the United States are able to export the melons at a cheaper price and for a longer 
duration due to an extended season compared to domestically produced melons

Watermelon domestic production occurs mainly from June to August, with imported watermelons 
mainly sought after from August through to late September’.

Rockmelon production is a longer occurring from May to September, and there is no particular 
demand period for imported rockmelons as the market is quite niche. 

Honeydew melons are not grown extensively domestically. The main season for imports is 
February to June.

Honeydews and watermelons are mainly imported from Mexico, the United States, and South Korea

Imports help to fill gaps in production and seasonality

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Key players are importers, some of which play the role 
of distributors and processing companies as well

Quality, safety, availability, and cost are key criteria for 
importers of melons and watermelons

 The key players in the supply chain of melons in 
Japan are the importers, as exporters  mainly sell the 
fruits to such players. 

 The importers either solely function as importers 
and sell the products to distributors, or they 
additionally fulfill other roles in the supply chain 
such as functioning as distributors and processing 
companies. 

 In Japan, processing companies are also major 
players as consumers enjoy purchasing pre-cut fruits 
as well, and there is market demand for fruits that 
are cut and packaged according to retailers’ needs. 

 The processing companies are typically involved in 
cleaning, cutting and packing the pre-cut melons for 
retailers and institutional channels such as hospitals.

 The most important criteria for imported melons are 
the quality and safety of the products. 

 In terms of the quality, Japanese consumers have an 
awareness of the sweetness of the fruits, so 
importers typically try to purchase products from 
exporters which can sustainably provide fruits with 
sufficient sweetness. 

 Availability is also important for imported melons 
as they are used mainly by the foodservice industry 
and as ready-to-eat fruit by retailers, and such 
demand continues throughout the year. 

 Cost is also a key factor in terms of choosing which 
regions to import from. Since imported melons are 
mainly used within foodservice channels and as 
ready-to-eat fruits by retailers, cost is one of the 
major considerations involved in purchase decision-
making. 

The key criteria for importers of melons include quality, safety, 
availability and cost

MARKET OVERVIEW / SEASONAL DEMAND / SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING / VOICE OF MELON IMPORTERS / CONSUMER TRENDS / ECONOMIC ANALYSIS / NEXT STEPS
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Consumers purchase melons and watermelons both as whole fruits 
and in a pre-cut format

Japanese consumers typically purchase whole melons and watermelons 
for between JPY801 and JPY1,000 (between AUD9 and AUD11). Size of 
the pre-cut fruits influences price.

Prices

Places

Products

Promotions 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Consumers typically purchase melons and watermelons at the 
supermarket, with approximately 95% of respondents choosing this 
channel as a result of consumer surveys conducted during the research.

Both melons and watermelons are typically purchased as pre-cut fruit. 
Among survey respondents, approximately 60% said they purchase 
watermelon as pre-cut fruit and 40% purchase melons as pre-cut fruit.

Japanese consumers are mainly influenced by in-store promotions and 
the recommendations of store personnel when considering the 
purchase of melons and watermelons. TV, online, and magazine 
promotions do not have as much influence.

http://www.euromonitor.com/
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The apparent consumption of rockmelons in Japan was 143 kilotons in 2016

Apparent Consumption 

(2016)

Import Volume 

(2016)

Domestic Production

(2016)

143 kilotons N/A 144 kilotons

Market Size
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The apparent consumption of honeydew melons in Japan was 29 kilotons 
in 2016

Apparent Consumption 

(2016)

Import Volume 

(2016)

Domestic Production

(2016)

29 kilotons 29 kilotons N/A

Market Size
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The apparent consumption of watermelons in Japan was 297 kilotons in 
2016

Apparent Consumption 

(2016)

Import Volume 

(2016)

Domestic Production
(2016)

297 kilotons 0.3 kilotons 296 kilotons

Market Size
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Watermelons Rockmelons Honeydew Melons

Apparent Consumption of Melons in Japan
(Kilotons)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

The market size of melons is decreasing, mainly due to the declining 
population size and competition from other fruits and products

 The apparent consumption of melons in Japan 
showed a decline over the review period, with a          
-1.7% CAGR for watermelons and -2.7% CAGR for 
rockmelons from 2012 to 2016.

 The decline is mainly due to the declining size of the 
Japanese population as well as the increase in single 
and nuclear households, resulting in a decreasing 
number of households purchasing whole melons and 
watermelons. In addition, the growing competition 
from other fruits and snacks that are more 
convenient to eat is also a contributing factor. 

Market Size
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Consumption of melons and watermelons has 
witnessed a downward trend for the past few years

The drop in honeydew melon consumption is smaller 
than the declines for other melons

CAGR 
-1.7 % 

CAGR 
-0.9 % 

CAGR 
-2.7 % 

 The apparent consumption of honeydew melons was 
29 kilotons in 2016, reflecting a -0.9% CAGR drop 
from 2012 to 2016. 

 The decline in honeydew melons is smaller than that 
of rockmelons as honeydews are mainly consumed 
as ready-to-eat fruit, and such demand is not 
decreasing as much as other purchase formats. 

http://www.euromonitor.com/
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Mexico, the United States, and South Korea are major exporters of 
melons to Japan

 Japan currently imports 79% of imported honeydew melons from Mexico, followed by the United 
States and South Korea. In terms of watermelons, more than half are imported from the United 
States, followed by South Korea and Mexico. 

 Mexico has a big share of the market for imported honeydew melons in Japan mainly due to the 
fact that imported products are used primarily as ready-to-eat fruit, and it is preferred that such 
products be imported at a relatively cheap price.

79%

20%

Import of Honeydew Melons 
by Country (2016)

Mexico USA South Korea Others

29
Kilotons

Market Size
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56%29%

15%

Import of Watermelons
by Country (2016)

USA South Korea Mexico

0.3
Kiloton
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Retailers typically provide both green flesh and orange flesh 
melons with a rough and netted outer appearance

MARKET OVERVIEW / SEASONAL DEMAND / SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING / VOICE OF MELON IMPORTERS / CONSUMER TRENDS / ECONOMIC ANALYSIS / NEXT STEPS

How Melons Are Sold

In Japan, rockmelons are typically sold whole in supermarkets. A unique aspect of the 
Japanese market is the fact that stores commonly sell rockmelons with both green flesh and 
orange flesh, although the appearance from the outside is the same in both rough and netted 
features. The above pictures are examples of such products, with the melons with green nets 
(for both pictures) having green flesh inside, and melons with orange nets (in the left-hand 
photo) and pink nets (in the right-hand photo) having orange flesh inside. 
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Rockmelons are considered a relatively expensive fruit, and they 
have traditionally been used as gifts for relatives and friends
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How Melons Are Sold

In Japan, rockmelons with both orange and green flesh are generally perceived as relatively 
expensive fruits, while honeydews are considered a cheaper alternative for consumers. Thus, 
rockmelons have been traditionally used as gifts for relatives and friends, as shown by the 
above two examples, which are sold in department stores. The products are sold  for JPY3,000/ 
AUD34 (left) and JPY3,500/ AUD40 (right), prices approximately two to three times those of 
rockmelons sold in supermarkets. Some high-branded melons intended as gifts are sold at 
more than JPY10,000/ AUD115 each. 
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Honeydew melons are typically sold as ready-to-eat fruit by retailers

MARKET OVERVIEW / SEASONAL DEMAND / SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING / VOICE OF MELON IMPORTERS / CONSUMER TRENDS / ECONOMIC ANALYSIS / NEXT STEPS

How Melons Are Sold

In Japan, honeydew melons are mainly consumed as ready-to-eat fruit in supermarkets as seen 
in the picture, as consumers purchasing ready-to-eat fruits tend to be price-conscious and 
imported honeydews are relatively cheap compared to rockmelons. Also, honeydew melons 
are used in foodservice and institutional channels as well. Honeydew melons are more suitable 
for ready-to-eat formats than rockmelons, as less juice is lost and the melon can be preserved 
longer. 

http://www.euromonitor.com/
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Honeydew melons are sold as whole fruits as well, with retailers 
typically positioning them as a cheaper alternative to rockmelons
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How Melons Are Sold

Although honeydew melons are mainly consumed as 
ready-to-eat fruit, they can also be found sold whole, 
as seen here. The products are usually sold at a price 
lower than that of rockmelons, and consumers 
primarily purchase honeydews because they are 
relatively cheap. Also, during winter, the domestic 
production of melons decreases with the result that 
retailers sell honeydew melons, which can be 
imported in the winter as well.

http://www.euromonitor.com/
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Domestic production of watermelons peaks in July, and consumers 
perceive watermelon as a fruit to be eaten during the summer

Jun - Aug

Aug - Sep

Key season for the domestic 

production of watermelons

Key season for the

import of watermelons

Seasonality for Watermelons
MARKET OVERVIEW / SEASONAL DEMAND / SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING / VOICE OF MELON IMPORTERS / CONSUMER TRENDS / ECONOMIC ANALYSIS / NEXT STEPS

 Japanese domestic production of watermelons takes place during June 
to August, with peak production in July. 

 Watermelons produced in this season are perceived to be the 
sweetest. Japanese consumers perceive watermelon as a fruit to be 
eaten during summertime.

 Regarding imported watermelons, August to September is the key 
season for import. This is mainly due to the fact that the United States, 
which accounts for more than half the market share for imported 
watermelons, focuses its exports on Japan during this period.

 Other major exporters of watermelons such as South Korea and 
Mexico mainly export watermelons to Japan in spring to early 
summer, essentially from April to June.  

 Although domestic production is not high in early summer, the 
demand from consumers gradually starts to rise during this period.

Watermelons are mainly imported in August to September, and mainly 
from the United States

In Japan, watermelons are mainly produced from June to August, with 
Japanese consumers perceiving them as a summertime fruit

http://www.euromonitor.com/
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Rockmelons are mainly produced from May to September, with 
seasonality differentiated by the region of production

May - Sep

N/A

Key season for domestic 

production of rockmelons

Key season for the

import of rockmelons

Seasonality for Rockmelons
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 The key season for the domestic production of rockmelons is from 
May to September. While watermelons are generally consumed in 
the summertime, rockmelons are available for a longer period than 
watermelons.

 The key areas of production in Japan differ based on the fruit’s 
seasonality. From May to June, rockmelons are mainly produced in 
central Japan such as in Ibaraki Prefecture (the prefecture with the 
largest production volume), while from July to September, 
rockmelons are produced in northern areas such as Hokkaido 
Prefecture.

 The import volume of rockmelons is quite niche, so there is no 
particular season in which imported rockmelons can be  commonly 
seen in retailers.

Rockmelons are mainly produced from May to September, having a longer 
seasonality than watermelons  

http://www.euromonitor.com/
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Key season for honeydew imports is February to June, but imports are 
seen across various seasons to meet the demand for ready to eat fruit

Feb - Jun

N/A

Key season for the

import of honeydews

Key season for domestic 

production of honeydews

Seasonality for Honeydews
MARKET OVERVIEW / SEASONAL DEMAND / SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING / VOICE OF MELON IMPORTERS / CONSUMER TRENDS / ECONOMIC ANALYSIS / NEXT STEPS

 The key season for honeydew imports is February to June. The 
demand for honeydews rises especially during this time, essentially 
due to the fact that the domestic production of rockmelons is 
relatively low in this season and honeydews are sold to maintain 
stocks of melons. 

 However, although the above season has the biggest import volume, 
imported honeydews can be seen all year long, as Mexico supplies 
honeydew melons for long seasons in Japan, including during the 
winter months of December to February. 

 Honeydew melons are imported year-round as they are used mainly 
as ready-to-eat fruit sold in packages and also in the foodservice 
industry, where demand exists year-round. 

 Currently, honeydew melons are supplied primarily through imports 
from overseas countries such as Mexico, South Korea, and the United 
States.

Honeydew melons are imported mostly from February to June, but imports 
can be seen all year long

http://www.euromonitor.com/
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Key players in imported melons and watermelons are the 
importers, distributors, and processing companies

Supply Chain of Imported Fruits
MARKET OVERVIEW / SEASONAL DEMAND / SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING / VOICE OF MELON IMPORTERS / CONSUMER TRENDS / ECONOMIC ANALYSIS / NEXT STEPS

Importer Distributor

Retailers

Foodservice END-CONSUMERS

• Melons are mainly imported through the Tokyo Port, Sakaisenboku Port (located in Osaka), and Yokohama Port. 
In 2016, imports through Tokyo Port accounted for nearly 40% of melon imports to Japan. Sakaisenboku Port and 
Yokohama Port each accounted for approximately 20% of imports that year. 

• Importers, the key players importing fruits from overseas markets to Japan, are the primary buyers of the 
products. Importers either sell the fruits directly to retailers or sell the products to distributors that have 
connections with retailers and the foodservice industry. If the former is the case, the importer functions as both 
importer and distributor, leveraging sales networks with various retailers and the foodservice industry.

• Distributors typically sell products directly to retailers and foodservice industry players or they sell to 
processing companies. The processing company functions as the player which pre-cuts the melons and 
watermelons and packs them for sale to retailers and foodservice industry players. 

• In Japan, there are cases in which a major importer will also function as both the distributor and processing 
company. Such companies have sales networks with various retailers and foodservice companies.

Processing 
Company

http://www.euromonitor.com/
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There are companies that function as importer, distributor, and 
processing company 

Supply Chain of Imported Fruits
MARKET OVERVIEW / SEASONAL DEMAND / SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING / VOICE OF MELON IMPORTERS / CONSUMER TRENDS / ECONOMIC ANALYSIS / NEXT STEPS

There are companies that perform all 
three supply chain roles – importer, 
distributor, and processing company. 

The snapshot on the left, from the 
webpage of Farmind Corporation, 
explains that the company “covers all 
processes within the supply chain” 
including import, processing (such as 
cutting and packing the fruits), 
distribution to retailers, and supporting 
retailers’ marketing to end-consumers. 

Source: Snapshot from the official webpage of Farmind Corporation, taken in October 2017 
Webpage: http://www.farmind.co.jp/ 

http://www.euromonitor.com/
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Quality, safety, availability, and cost are the key purchase criteria

Quality and safety are key criteria for imported melons and watermelons

 The quality and safety of the products are the most essential criteria for imported melons and 
watermelons, as consumers and retailers in Japan have high awareness for such aspects of the 
product.

 In terms of the quality, since Japanese consumers have a strong preference for sweeter tasting 
melons and watermelons, importers try to purchase from growers who can consistently provide 
products with sufficient sweetness.

• Availability is also key for imported melons, as they are mainly used for ready-to-eat fruit 
usage by retailers and also foodservice usage, and such demand continues throughout the year. 

• Therefore, whether the necessary volume of melons can be imported consistently is also a key 
consideration when selecting the countries or growers from which to import the products.

 Cost is also an important factor in terms of choosing which regions to import from, as imported 
melons are mainly used for foodservice and in a ready-to-eat fruit format by retailers, and in 
such cases, cost is one of the key considerations for purchase. 

 Therefore, having competitive prices compared with other countries would be important in 
order to be chosen as a supplier of produce.

Consistent availability important especially for foodservice players

Price is another key consideration

Purchase Criteria of Imported Melons
MARKET OVERVIEW / SEASONAL DEMAND/ SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING / VOICE OF MELON IMPORTERS / CONSUMER TRENDS / ECONOMIC ANALYSIS / NEXT STEPS
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It is important to choose products with the taste preferred by
Japanese consumers

Purchase Criteria of Imported Melons
MARKET OVERVIEW / SEASONAL DEMAND/ SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING / VOICE OF MELON IMPORTERS / CONSUMER TRENDS / ECONOMIC ANALYSIS / NEXT STEPS

The key advantages of imported 
melons are the reasonable prices 
and consistency of supply. Being 
able to be consistently supplied 
is an important criteria for 
imported melons. 
[ Major Wholesale Market,  Public Relations]

Price, safety standards, 
consistency in quality are the key 
criteria for choosing the products 
for import.
[ Major Importer,  Marketing Division] 

It is important to choose the 
products with the taste 
preferred by Japanese 
consumers, not just any products. 
This is because taste preferences 
are different between Japanese 
consumers and consumers in the 
product-of-origin countries.
[ Major Importer,  Marketing Division]

http://www.euromonitor.com/
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Importers find that imported products have 
better availability and cheaper prices 

Importers feel that Japanese consumers find 
domestic products to have higher safety standards

 Importers find that imported honeydew 
melons and watermelons are available for a 
longer period compared to domestically 
produced fruits, especially when the domestic 
fruits cannot be supplied due to seasonality.

 In addition, the imported fruits – which are 
provided at cheaper prices than domestic 
products – are positively perceived especially 
by the foodservice industry and also for 
ready-to-eat fruit usage by retailers.

 In particular, retailers of honeydew melons 
(which are mainly imported from overseas) 
and the foodservice industry in general find 
that imported fruits stay fresh longer than 
domestic rockmelons – a positive point. 

 Importers feel that Japanese consumers still 
have a general image that domestically 
produced fresh fruits are produced under 
higher safety standards than imported fruits –
an idea which may be a potential barrier for 
imported melons and watermelons.

 Importers also understand that the taste 
preferences of Japanese consumers are not 
necessarily the same as those of consumers 
from the country of origin. 

 Therefore, when considering new business 
with growers, major importers often visit the 
growers to ensure that the products are 
produced under certain safety standards, and 
also that the products match the preferences 
of Japanese consumers. 

Importers find that imported melons and watermelons have cheaper 
prices and are available for longer seasons  

MARKET OVERVIEW / SEASONAL DEMAND/ SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING / VOICE OF MELON IMPORTERS / CONSUMER TRENDS / ECONOMIC ANALYSIS / NEXT STEPS

Perceptions of Imported Melons and Watermelons
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Lower prices compared to domestically produced products is one of 
the key selling points for imported melons 

Perceptions of Imported Melons and Watermelons
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Consumers generally prefer 
domestic products to imported 
products due to the perception 
that domestic products are safer 
and of better quality in general.

Demand will continue for 
imported honeydew melons, 
mainly for ready-to-eat formats 
in retailers and for the 
foodservice industry. 
[ Customs in Major City,  Research Division]

Lower prices compared to 
domestically produced products 
is one of the key selling points 
for imported melons.
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[ Major Importer, Sales Division ]

[ Trade Association, General Affairs ]
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South Korean melons are more expensive than imports 
from the United States and Mexico

 The imported price for watermelons is also 
relatively similar for both the United States and 
Mexico at approximately USD1 per kilogram in 2016. 

 South Korea has a marginally higher imported price 
for watermelons, at more than USD1.5 per kilogram 
in 2016. 

Imported prices from the United States and Mexico are approximately 
USD1 for melons and watermelons
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Import Prices of Melons and Watermelons

Imported prices are similar across the three key 
countries of origin

 The imported price of melons produced in the 
United States and Mexico is similar, with an average 
price of approximately USD1 per kilogram in CIF 
terms.

 Meanwhile, the imported price of melons from South 
Korea is significantly higher – approximately USD3 
per kilogram in 2016. 

1.5 

1.0 1.1 
1.4 

1.1 1.1 

1.5 

0.9 0.9 

South Korea US Mexico

Average Imported Price of Watermelons 
(USD per kg/CIF Terms)

2014 2015 2016

3.6 

1.0 0.9 

3.8 

1.1 1.0 

3.0 

0.9 0.9 

South Korea US Mexico

Average Imported Price of Honeydew 
Melons 

(USD per kg/CIF Terms)

2014 2015 2016
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Profiles of survey respondents (n=206)
Survey Profiles
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51%49%

Gender

Male Female

1%

10%

22%

28%

21%

17%

18-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 Over 60

Age 

3%

35%

28%

14%

20%

Less than
JPY2 mil

JPY2 -
JPY5.99 mil

JPY6 -
JPY9.99 mil

Over JPY 10
mil

Do not know
/ No answer

Household Income

33%

67%

Marriage Status

Single Married
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Melons and watermelons are commonly purchased both as whole fruits 
and as pre-cut fruit

How Melons/ Watermelons Are Purchased
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47%

61%

28%

6%

67%

40%

28%

6%

As a whole fruit As a cut fruit Included in
dessert / meal

Do not
purchase

Melon/ Watermelon Formats
Purchased by the Respondent

Watermelons Melons

19.8%

46.0%

31.7%

24.6%

39.7%

0.0%

44.6%

27.7%

13.3%
16.9%

45.8%

1.2%

Cut in 1/2 Cut in 1/4 Cut in 1/6 Cut in 1/8 Ready-to-eat Others

Pre-cut Melon/ Watermelon Formats
Purchased by the Respondent 

Watermelons Melons

Melons and watermelons are commonly 
purchased both as whole fruits and pre-cut fruit

Pre-cut fruits are purchased in 
various types of formats

Base: All respondents (n=206) Base: Respondents who normally purchase pre-cut melons/ 
watermelons (watermelons: n=126; melons: n=83)
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The majority of respondents typically purchase melons and watermelons 
once every few weeks or less often

Frequency of Purchase
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1%

13%

30%

17%

24%

16%

0%

8%

26%

23%

31%

12%

Everyday Once a week Once every few
weeks

Once a month Once every few
months

Less than once per
half a year

Frequency of Purchase of Melons/ Watermelons

Watermelons Melons

Approximately 70% of respondents (for watermelons) and 80% of respondents (for melons) answered that 
they purchase the fruits once every few weeks to once every few months in terms of frequency of purchase

Base: Respondents who normally purchase melons/ watermelons (watermelons: n=194; melons: n=193) 
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One melon/ watermelon is typically purchased per transaction
Number of Products Purchased Per Transaction
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95%

4%
1% 0%

83%

15%

1% 2%

1 2 3 More than 4

Number of Whole Melons/ Watermelons Purchased Per Transaction

Watermelons Melons

For watermelons, more than 90% of respondents purchase only one whole watermelon per transaction.
For melons, more than 80% of respondents purchase only one whole melon per transaction.

Base: Respondents who normally purchase whole melons/ watermelons (watermelons: n=96; melons: n=137) 
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The most typical price range for watermelons and melons purchased as 
whole fruits is between JPY801 and JPY1,000

Price of Melons/ Watermelons
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12%

6%

24%
23%

13%

8%

3%

12%

22%

12%

31%

14%

5%
7%

2%

7%

JPY600 and
under

JPY601 - JPY800 JPY801 -
JPY1,000

JPY1,001-
JPY1,200

JPY1,201 -
JPY1,400

JPY1,401 -
JPY1,600

JPY1,601 -
JPY1,800

Over JPY1,801

The Typical Price Range in Which Respondents Purchase Melons/ Watermelons 

Watermelons Melons

For both melons and watermelons, respondents answered that the typical price range in which they 
purchase whole fruits is between JPY801 and JPY1,000 (approximately AUD9-AUD11)

Base: Respondents who normally purchase  whole melons/ watermelons (watermelons: n=96; melons: n=137) 
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The majority of consumers purchase melons and watermelons at 
supermarkets

Places Where Consumers Make Purchases
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96%

22%

4% 6%
2% 2% 2% 2%

95%

20%

5%
8%

2% 3% 2%
4%

Supermarkets Traditional
Grocery Stores

Convenience
Stores

Online Retailers Foodservice Gift Shops Home Shopping Others

Places Where Respondents Normally Purchase Melons/ Watermelons

Watermelons Melons

Approximately 95% of respondents answered that they normally purchase melons/ 
watermelons in supermarkets, followed by traditional grocery stores

Base: Respondents who normally purchase melons/ watermelons (watermelons: n=194; melons: n=193) 
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Taste, price, size, and appearance are key product attributes, while 
‘produced domestically’ is not as important

Key Product Attributes
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82%

74%

42%

11%

21%
18%

31%

6%

1%

79%
74%

38%

15% 16%
13%

32%

6%

1%

Taste Price Size Brand Produced
Domestically

(For Japan)
Region of

Origin

Appearance Packaging Others

Most Important Product Attributes When Purchasing Melons/ Watermelons

Watermelons Melons

Over 70% answered that the taste and price are important product attributes when purchasing melons and 
watermelons, while being produced domestically is not an important factor compared to other attributes

Base: All respondents (n=206) 
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Nearly 80% feel seedless watermelons are more convenient to eat, and 
nearly half prefer seedless watermelons to products with seeds

Seedless Watermelons
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Disagree
5% Somewhat 

disagree
4%
Neither agree 
nor disagree

12%

Somewhat 
agree
35%

Agree
44%

How Respondents Feel About the Following:
Seedless Watermelon Is More Convenient to Eat 

Disagree
7%

Somewhat 
disagree

9%

Neither agree 
nor disagree

37%

Somewhat 
agree
29%

Agree
18%

How Respondents Feel About the Following: 
I Would Prefer Seedless Watermelon 

Over Watermelon Produced with Seeds

Nearly 80% agreed to the statement that seedless watermelons are more convenient to eat, and nearly 50% 
felt that they would prefer seedless watermelon over watermelon produced with seeds

Base: All respondents (n=206) 
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In-store promotions, recommendations from store personnel, and 
availability/ seasonality are the most influential factors in purchases

Influences on Purchase
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10% 9%

17% 17%
18%

5%

16%

18%

11%

18%

25%

19%

6%

2%

22%

34%

39%

36%
37%

22%

33%

39%
37%

21%

18%

20%

41%

2%

10% 9%

6% 5% 6%

25%

5%

In-store Promotions Advice from Store
Personnel

TV Advertisements Online
Advertisements

Magazine/Newspaper
Advertisements

Availability/
Seasonality

Others

Key Influences on Purchase for Melons/ Watermelons

Not at all influential Slightly influential Moderately influential Very influential Extremely influential

Base: All respondents (n=206) 
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More than half of respondents feel neutral when comparing the taste, 
quality, and nutrition of domestic and imported melons/ watermelons

Perception Toward Imported Melons/ Watermelons
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20%

16%

4%

22%

17%
18%

13%

32%

24%

5%

30%

19%

28%

2%

43%

52%

29%

42%

60%

51%

38%

4%

8%

50%

5% 4% 3% 3%
1% 1%

12%

1% 1% 1% 1%

Fresher Tastier Cheaper Clean / Chemical-
free / Safe

Healthier / More
Nutritious

Higher Quality Others

Respondents’ Perceptions of Imported Melons/ Watermelons

Disagree Somewhat disagree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat agree Agree

Base: All respondents (n=206) 
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More than half of respondents are neutral when comparing the taste, 
quality, and nutrition of domestic and imported fruits in general

Perception Toward Imported Fruits
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21%

13%

4%

24%

13%

18%

12%

34%

27%

10%

28%

21%

27%

2%

37%

52%

24%

43%

60%

50%

38%

6% 7%

46%

5% 5%
4%

2%2% 2%

16%

1% 1% 1% 2%

Fresher Tastier Cheaper Clean / Chemical-
free / Safe

Healthier / More
Nutritious

Higher Quality Others

Respondents’ Perceptions of Imported Fruits

Disagree Somewhat disagree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat agree Agree

Base: All respondents (n=206) 
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More than half of respondents are neutral when comparing the taste, 
quality, and nutrition of domestic and Australian fruits

Perception Toward Imported Fruits from Australia
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16%

12%

4%

11%
9%

11% 10%

25%

18%

8%

24%

18%

21%

2%

48%

60%

38%

54%

63%

58%

39%

9%
7%

36%

7% 7% 8%

4%
2% 3%

14%

4% 3% 2%
1%

Fresher Tastier Cheaper Clean / Chemical-
free / Safe

Healthier / More
Nutritious

Higher Quality Others

Respondents’ Perceptions of Australian Fruits

Disagree Somewhat disagree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat agree Agree

Base: All respondents (n=206) 
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Shipping cost of melons and watermelons from Australia to Japan 
is approximately USD2,500 plus a surcharge per 40-foot container

Supply Chain of Imported Fruits
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Base shipping rate USD2,500 per 40-foot container

Bunker adjustment factor USD400 per 40-foot container

Origin terminal 
handling charge

USD330 per 40-foot container

Destination terminal 
handling charge

USD530 per 40-foot container

Port service charge USD180 per 40-foot container

LO/LO (lift-on/lift-off) USD30 per 40-foot container

Carrier security USD30 per 40-foot container

Documentation fee USD80 per bill of lading

Export costs of melons/ watermelons from 
Australia to Japan by sea freight 

Shipping Cost: 
USD2,500 plus surcharges
per 40-foot container

Expected return of rockmelons: 
(For growers) 
USD27,000-USD30,000 
per 40-foot container
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Next Steps – Key Takeaways and 
Recommendations
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Next Steps
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Key takeaways from the research

The consumption of melons and watermelons is shrinking due to the 
decline in the Japanese population. However, the decline in honeydew 
melon consumption is slower than that of rockmelons due to the 
demand for ready-to-eat honeydew melons.

The main season for imported watermelons is August to September, 
while the key season for imported melons is from February to June.  

The key players in the supply chain are the importers, and their key 
considerations when selecting suppliers are quality, safety, 
availability, and cost of melons and watermelons. 

Consumers in Japan generally purchase melons and watermelons both 
as whole fruits and as pre-cut fruit. Taste and quality are the most 
important product attributes when buying melons and watermelons.

Market Overview 

Seasonal Demand

Supply Chain/ 

Voice of Importers 

Consumer Trends

Key Takeaways from the Research 
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1

2

3

4

Recommendations for the client 

The availability of consistent, high-quality produce is a key message to communicate to importers

Availability of produce during the domestic offseason is a key driving factor for imports. 
Therefore, effectively promoting the consistent and continuous availability of 
Australian melons and watermelons is critical to gain the trust of importers in Japan. In 
addition, the features of Australian produce as high-quality and meeting the necessary food 
safety standards at a competitive price have to be expounded.

In Japan, honeydew melons are commonly sold as ready-to-eat fruit. Since importers 
consider cost a key factor, especially in terms of usage with regard to pre-cut fruit, 
providing honeydew melons at a relatively competitive price compared to US and Mexican 
produce would be important when entering the market and gaining market share.

Japanese consumers generally perceive seedless watermelons as a fruit which is easy to 
eat, and many would choose seedless watermelons over products with seeds. Therefore, if 
the taste and quality of the watermelon meets the needs of Japanese consumers, it is likely 
that consumers will perceive watermelons being seedless as a positive factor.

In Japan, rockmelons are typically sold as whole melons. In addition, retail outlets 
commonly sell rockmelons with either green or orange flesh. Therefore, it may be worth it 
for Australian growers to consider producing rockmelons with green flesh as well in order 
to maximize sales potential.  

Honeydew melons available at competitive prices will enable market entry and expansion

Japanese consumers perceive seedless watermelons positively

Rockmelons with green flesh may hold potential for imports to the Japanese market

Recommendations
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Appendix

Appendix
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Consumer survey results – answers for ‘others’

Appendix

o Places Where Respondents Normally Purchase Melons/ Watermelons (Slide 39)
• Watermelons – Department stores (2 respondents), directly from growers (1 respondent)
• Melons – Department stores (3 respondents,) food stands (1 respondent,) directly from growers (1 

respondent,) cake store (1 respondent)

o Most Important Product Attributes When Purchasing Melons/ Watermelons (Slide 40)
• Watermelons – Weight (1 respondent)
• Melons – Weight (1 respondent)

o Key Influences on Purchase for Melons/ Watermelons (Slide 42)
• The fact that it is produced in Yamagata Prefecture (1 respondent), the scent (1 respondent), the actual 

product (3 respondents), how the product is produced (1 respondent), price and appearance (1 
respondent), temperature and weather (1 respondent), recommendations from friends, 
family/relatives, etc. (2 respondents), who the grower is (1 respondent), previous purchase experience 
(1 respondent)

o Perceptions Toward Imported Melons and Watermelons (Slide 43)
• Unique scent (1 respondent), unclean (1 respondent), appearance is not good (1 respondent), sweet 

taste (1 respondent), nice taste due to the type of fruit (1 respondent), safe (1 respondent)

o Perceptions Toward Imported Fruits (Slide 44)
• Unique scent (1 respondent), sweetness is strong (1 respondent), differs based on country/ region of 

origin (1 respondent), safe (1 respondent)

o Perceptions Towards Fruits from Australia (Slide 45)
• Unique scent (1 respondent), large in size (1 respondent), differs based on country of origin and 

weather (1 respondent)
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Main Sources
Appendix

Research Type Source Type Source Name Job Title/ Department

Trade Interview Wholesale Market Metropolitan Central Wholesale Market Public Relations

Trade Interview Wholesale Market Yokohama Central Wholesale Market Public Relations

Trade Interview Distributor Fujimoto Bussan Sales

Trade Interview Trade Association Japan Fresh Produce Import-Export 
and Safety Association

General Affairs

Trade Interview Trade Association Japan Fruit Association General Affairs

Trade Interview Customs Yokohama Customs Research Department

Trade Interview Government Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries General Affairs

Trade Interview Importer UNION Co., Ltd. Sales

Trade Interview Importer Watari Co., Ltd. Marketing

Trade Interview Importer Funasho Shoji Co., Ltd. Marketing

Trade Interview Importer AISS Corporation Sales

Trade Interview Importer Kano Seika Co., Ltd. Sales

Trade Interview Importer Ever Fresh Co., Ltd. Public Relations

Trade Interview Farmer (in Australia) Ryan's Melons -

Trade Interview Port (in Australia) Port of Townsville Limited Trade Development Officer

Trade Interview Exporter (in Australia) Lee McKeand Produce Pty Ltd. N/A

Trade Interview Shipping Company Mitsui O.S.K. Lines Import Group

Trade Interview Shipping Company Evergreen Shipping Agency (Japan) Corp. Import Section

Desk Research Government Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries -

Desk Research Government Ministry of Finance -

Desk Research Government Yokohama Customs -
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Store check photos – Aeon (supermarket)

Appendix
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Store check photos – Sotetsu Rozen (supermarket)

Appendix
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Store check photos – Seijo Ishi (supermarket)

Appendix
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